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DC protesters drum for peaceful outcome to war

of the
Rally for peace in Washinton D.C. on Jan. 26, 1991. Approximately 75,000 people took part in the rally. Currently,20-25 people remain on constant vigil in front
Baer.)
J.
by
(Photo
War.
Gulf
White House, banging homemade drums in hopes of a peaceful resolution to the Persian
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
(WASHINGTON)— Bang the
drum slowly ... just keep it off the
ground and under 60 decibels.
These restrictions have been
enforced by District of Columbia
and National Park police to keep a
small group of anti-war demonstrators quiet as they drum for a
peaceful resolution to the Persian

Gulf war.
The group of 20-25 has maintained a constant vigil in front of
the White House in Lafayette Park
since Jan. 15,the United Nation's
deadline for Iraqi withdrawal from
Kuwait.
The vigil is anything but silent
as protesters pound away on
makeshift drums convened from
empty dill pickle buckets or large
peanut-butter tubs. They pound

night and day, and pass the drum
sticks to relievers when rest is
needed Since war broke out, the
drumming has not stopped,despite
efforts by law-enforcement agencies to restrict it.
"We have to keep it (the drum
noise) under 60 decibels. We also
can't let our drums touch the
ground. When one guy didn't want
to give up his drum after it touched
the ground, the police took him

away," said demonstrator Andy
Stalizic of Bethesda, Md.
When protesters used an instrument to measure noise levels
without the drums,Stalizk said the
background noise alone was over
60 decibels.
District of Columbia Police
would not comment on the protests or restrictions and said calls
should be referred to the National
Park Police, who could not be

reached for comment.
Police have erected a steel fence
around the park, which replaces a
wooden one.They are also enforcing laws which limit sign sizes to
four square feet and prohibit permanent protest structures from existing in the park.
Conception Picciotto has kept
See PROTESTERS on page 7

UMaine's 125th birthday celebration starts this-week
By Catherine Ross
Staff Writer
'The 125th anniversary of the
University of Maine will begin toMOIRA*/ with student performances
and guest speakers.
The celebration, which starts at
the Maine Center for the Arts at 7
p.m., will run until Dec. of 1991.
Throughout the evening, guest lecturers will speak about the history of
UMaine. Speakers will include
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Bush not saying when
ground war will begin.
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Today: Sunny,
increasing clouds.
High of 20°.
Thursday: Early
snow. High of 300.

UMaine President Dale Lick, evolution of the Maine State Col- graduated from UMaine in May
Chancellor Robert Woodbury, legefrom asmall agriculturalschool 1990.
The lust woman graduated in
Chairman of the Board of Trustees to today's UMaine,offering degrees
1874, two years after Maine law
David Flanagan and co-honorary to 12,800 students.
The Maine State College was required women to be accepted.
members of the anniversary planMany changes since its birth
ning committee Harold Fogler and started in 1866 as a Land Grant
brought UMaine from an agrihave
specifidesigned
was
and
College
Brownie Schrumpf.
Gov. John McKeman is expect- cally as an agricultural school. Stu- cultural school to a fully equipped
ed to make a few comments toward dents worked at the college growing university offering aw,oriate and
the end of the evening. The cele- crops such as beam, barley and baccalaureate degreesin92colleges.
Tuition for the first students, in
bration will close with the Maine potatos.
was$36 per year. With living
1897
1868,
in
change
name
the
With
Steiner's, a student octet, singing
came the expansivi in the number expenses and tuition and costs for
the Stein Song.
The theater department will of degrees offered. In the 1870s the "washing and fuel"the total costfor
present a skit with excerpts from college offered two degree pro- one year at the Maine State College
Three Penny Opera.The Symphon- grams,in Civil or Mechanical Engi- was $81. Today it costs just under
ic Band, University Singers, and neering,and graduated six students $6500 a year for in-state students.
Admission to all events during
Twentieth Century Brass Band at its first commencement,according to Professor David Stnith's"The the year-long celebration will be
Ensemble will also perform.
The celebration recognizes the First Century" A class of 3,000 free to the public.

f).

UMaine President Dale Lick will
help kick off the university's
125th anniversary celebration.

Mendros, Littlefield sworn in
Allegations of unethical campaigning raised at senate meeting
By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
Stavros Mendros and Brent
Littlefield were sworn in Tuesday
night as the new president and vicepresident of student govertunent.
Mendros was sworn in by outgoing president Chad Crabtree. In
his last official report to the senate
Crabtree recounted his one-year
tenure as president.
"Student government last year

was pretty weak," he said,"Participation in student government is at
its highest level in years."
Crabtree said some of the highlights ofhisadministration were the
ineasle. epidemic, Orono police student relations, and the budget
cuts
A week after the an election
which on the surface seemed cordial, allegations have been raised
that some negative campaigning
may have taken place

Ethan Strimling, off-campus
senator,reada letterofendorsement
for Mendros/Littlefield which he
said had "serious ethical and moral
ramifications."
Strimling ran for the presidency.
ofstudent government, with Jennie
Serviolo,against MendrosilLittlfield
and0Cote/Andy Favreau.
The letter was written by UMaine
College Republican Chairman Al
Jenkins, who was also campaign
manager for Mendros/Littlefield.

It said, in part: "(X the three
ticketsonly one - MENDROS/LITTLEF1ELD - has proven experience. In my opinion,this is the only
ticket who can deal with the State
and School administrators."
The paragraph Strimling took
issue with asked students not to vote
for Strimling/Serviolo
"One of their opponents,Ethan
Strimling,is the current president of
See SENATE on page 6
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Bush not saying when ground war will begin
By William M. Welch
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Content to let
air attacks take their toll on Iraq's fighting
ability awhile longer,President Bush is leaving Saddam Hussein with an uncertain wait
before a likely bloody ground warbegins.
The president was conferring separately
Tuesday with two allied defense ministers,
France's Pierre Joxe and Britian's Tom King.
Each was meeting first with Defense Secretary Dick Cheney.
Bush indicated Monday he was in no
hurry to start the ground campaign against
Iraq, but he did so with a deliberately ambiguous statement about when the next phase of
the Persian Gulf War may begin
"The air campaign has been very, very
effective,and it will continue for a while,"the

president said."We are going to take whatever time is necessary to sort out when a next
stage might begin."
Bush spoke after he met for more than an
hour and a half with Cheney and Gen. Colin
Powell,chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
on their return from talks with allied commanders in Saudi Arabia.
The president's decision on moving to a
ground battle has been widely debated, with
many members of Congress and some within
ale damage of Saddam's war machine. Bush
said he will decide later, again after consulting his military advisers.
"Ifthey come to me and say there needs to
be another phase, then I will then make that
decision because that is a decision for the
president of the United States," Bush said.
Pentagon spokesman Pete Williams described Cheney's meeting with Joxe as a get-

acquainted session,their first,and said Cheney
would discuss the progress of the war with
Joxe and King.
Britian has sent 40,000 troops to the gulf
and France has committed 20,000to the effort
to dislodge Iraq from Kuwait.
Another White House visitor, Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Arens,pressed Bush on
Monday over the continuing threat to Israel
posed by Iraq's Scud missiles. Israel came
under attack by Scuds even as they talked in
the Oval Office,and again later in the evening.
A spokeswoman for the Israeli embassy,
Ruth Yaron,said Arens stressed "the need to
remove this threat,even though it has diminished." The administration had urged Israeli
restraint out ofconcern that Arab members of
the allied bombing attacks have killed and
injured thousands of Iraqi covilians.
"There's no question there has been col-

lateral damage, but we don't think it's been
very extensive," Fitzwater said. "But he has
had a very extensive PR effort, and it's disturbing to find this evidence that somebody is
buying it."
Underlying the U.S. decision to delay a
ground attack is an apparent belief by the
military that its sustained heavy air assault is
continuing to drain Iraq's capacity to fight.
Lt.Gen.Torn Kelly,directorofoperations
forthejoint chiefs,said,"We have not passed,
I think, what's been referred to as a point of
diminishing returns in the air campaign."
He said allied forces believe they have
destroyed 750 tanks,600 other armored vehicles and 650 artillery pieces — as much as
15 to 20 percent ofIraq's fighting force,once
considered the fourth largest in the world. It
no longer can claim that ranking, said Navy
Capt. David Herrington.

Churches offer resisters shelter from the storm
SEATTLE (AP) — When Air Force
reservist Julie Hughes decided she couldn't
join the war against Iraq, her parents called
her unpatriotic,strangerscalled her cowardly
— amd University Baptist Church called
her welcome.
The church is among at least 14 nationwide offering sanctuary to war resisters
They lend moral,financial,and legal support
to soldiers seeking to become conscientious
objectors. In some cases, they even offer
temporary shelter.
"They support me as a person, not as a
warrior," Hughes said in a recent interview
at the Seattle church."They are the rock,the
place I can go in stormy seas."
For Hughes and others seeking consci-

entious objector status, the storm has just
begun. They're bucking pro-war public
sentiment that would dismisstheir newfound
pangs of conscience with questions like:
Why did you enlist if you weren't ready to
fight?"
The military takes a more accommodating view, at least in theory. A discharge is
granted to any soldier who proves a sincere
ethical abjection to all war. Pentagon officials way 70 percentofthe 210conscientious
objector applications filed in 1990 were
approved.
But critics predict that approval rate will
plummet now that war has started. What's
more, filing a C.O. application won't necessarily keep a soldier out of battle.

was activated Jan. 31. "I don't trust the
military system. It's not geared toward
conscientions objectors. It's geared toward
killing."
Nash and Hughes are among 15 soldiers
and reservists receiving support at University Baptist Church. Some have been declared absent withoput leave,othersare about
to be.
While most use the church merely as a
drop-in center, two are staying in church
members' homes.
Church officials claim they don't intend
to hide fugitives. They say they encourage
AWOL soldiers to turn themselves in, bolster their claims of sincerity and avoid the
more serious charge of desertion.

News Briefs

•

Military holds reporter

Sinatra 'most romantic'

Civilian deaths high

Nuclear plant shuts down

LOS ANGELES.(AP)— Frank Sinatra
topped a Valentine's Day list of the entertainment industry's all-time most romantic performers.
Entertainment Weekly magazine
named the finale of the film classic
"Cassablanca" the most romantic movie
scene and Dooley Wilson's"AsTime Goes
By" most romantic song.

NEW YORK(AP)— U.S. bombing has
caused an estimated 6,000 to 7,000 civilian
deathsin Iraq,says Ramsey Clark,the former
U.S.attorney general whojust returned from
a week in Iraq.
Clark said Monday the estimated came
from Dr.Ibraharn al-Noore,chiefofthe Red
Crescent-Red Cross in Iraq. The figure was
based on conversations with people in the
network that distributes supplies to Iraqi
hopitals.

DHAHRAN,Saudi Arabia(AP) — A
SEABROOK, N.H. (AP) —The Seafor The New York Timessaid he
journalist
morning
this
down
brook nuclear plant shut
after an electrical problem closed valves was detained by U.S. military authorities
that supply steam to the plant's turbin gen- for six hours and had his press credentials
temporarily lifted for traveling alone to
erator.
The reactor shut off automatically and front-line area.
Reporter Chris Hedges said he was in
technicians were tracing the cause of the
Hafar al Batin area Sunday afternoon
the
said.
Sher
Ron
spokesman
plant
problem,
The reactor had been running at 100 to interview Saudi shopkeepers. He then
went to a U.S. military hospital to arrange
percent.
an interview with officials.

Scud fired at capital
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) — Iraq
fired a Scud missile at the Saudi capital
Sunday night, but it was destroyed by two
Patriot missiles. Debris fell to the ground,
but no damage or injuries were immediately

Hazing discovered at Jay
'Bones' were only rocks

rePortedIn the first rocket attack on Riyadh since
Friday,air raid sirens sounded at 10:30 p.m.
(2:30 p.m.EST). Minutes later,two Patriots
flashed from theirlaunchersand pursued the
Scud missile across a sky of patchy clouds.

BOWDOINHAM(AP) — Items investigators suspected may have been the bones
ofa homicide victim turned out to be rocks,
authorities said Tuesday.
The items,unearthed from an abandoned
well this past weekend,were identified as 18
pieces of rock and a tiny piece of wood by
Dr. Kristin Sweeney,a deputy chief medical
examiner for the state.

JAY(AP)— Two Jay High School football players will be charged with assault in
the alleged haring of fellow students.
Some parents contend the locker room
episodesinvolve sexual harassment,District
Attorney Janet Mills said Monday.
The Jay school board suspended seven
football and basketball players in November
for harassing up to seven students while
other athletes watched,school officialssaid.

New rail line installed

Navy cutting squadron

Two activist sentenced

BRUNSWICK (AP) — Southern
PORTLAND (AP) — The company
inaugurating Maine's first commuter rail- Maine's economy took another blow when
way hopes to buying newer, more posh the Navy announced it will eliminate an air
coaches will give the little engine that squadron that employs 310 people and has a
yearly payroll of $7.8 million
could a boost over the hill.
Patrol Squadron 44,a unit ofPatrol Wing
The rail line, which will serve Bath
Iron Worksfrom wicessset and Brinswick, 5 and one of six squadrons Navy officials
may be delayed while Maine Coast Rail- said Monday.
"There'll be that many fewer people up
road negotiates for European coaches.
assigned to the base," said U. Cmdr.
here
help
will
cars
new
said
officials
Railroad
the rail line that the state hopes will resurrect Mike L'Abbe, spokesman for the Patrol
Wings of the Atlantic Fleet.
train travel in Maine.

•

"Even though you apply, they'll deploy
you," said Peter Jamieson of the War Resisters League in New York."They'll get to
the paperwork when they get to it — which
is to say, after the war is over."
Such concerns caused the churches to
open their doors,sanctuary leaderssay.They
intend to provide a safe haven in which war
resisters can clarify their beliefs, fill out
applications, and legally maneuver to stay
stateside.
The choices can be difficult. Sometimes
the only way to avoid deployment is to be
thrown into the brig.
"I would choose jail over going to Saudi
Arabia,"said Christopher Nash,23,an Army
reservist who failed to report when his unit

CNN receives bomb threat
ATLANTA (AP) — The Headline
News service of Cable News Network
briefly went black Monday because editorial employeesand about 2,500other people
were evacuated in a bomb threat at the
CNN office complex.
"We temporarily went to black during
a commercial break," said Meg Andre,
supervising producer of Headline News.
"That means when there should have been
a commercial one did not appear."

BEIJING (AP) — Two democracy activists who sought for more than a decade to FBI investigates bombing
WASHINGTON (AP) — The FBI
liberalize China's political and economic
systems were each sentenced today to 13 publicly raised the possibility ofterrorism
years in jail for their roles in the 1989 in the attempted bombing oftwo chemical
storage tanks in Norfolk,Va.,even though
student-led protests.
Chen Ziming,the head ofa private social officials had learned hours earlier the
science research institute,and Wang Junta°, motive may have been insurance fraud.
1B1 officialssaid Monday they prepared
the editor of the institute's newspaper,
"committed very serious crimes but have so and issued the statement to the news media
far shown no willingness to repent," the last week without consulting agents workofficial Xinhua News Agency said.
ing on the case in the Norfolk office.
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UMaine heating system complicated business
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
After too many classes with excessive
heat or no heat at all, many students at the
University of Maine might wonder how the
campus is heated, or if it's heated at all.
According to Dick Hill, professor of mechanical engineering, director of the department of Industrial Cooperation and chair of
the Energy Advisory Committee,the university is doing the best it can,notonly to keep the
campus at a comfortable temperature and
improve heating systems,but also to conserve
as much energ;r and fuel as possible.
Hill said there are several heating systems
around campus, which make it difficult to
heat the buildings uniformly. When the university was young, newer buidlings were
given better heating systems.
"The problem is the university is-obviously built in stages," Hill said,"and the sophistication of the heating system depends on
what year that particular building was built."
The university asa whole is heated through
the central heating plant, w hich suppliessteam
to each building via six miles of underground
pipeline. Although all the buildings are heated
through a centraIsystem,the individual heating
systems fall into three categories; electronic,
electric or pneumafic.
"Something like the Maine Center for the
Arts has a very elegant system, whereas
buildings like Boardman, built shortly after
World War U,have very poor systems," Hill
said.
According to Jim Treadwell, manager of
heating, air conditioning and ventilation, the
range ofheating systems runsfrom the Sawyer

Research Center, which has 80 controllable
temperature points,to Boardman Hall, which
has four.
Different heating systems in many buildings not only complicate maintenance and
repair, but the way the building reacts to
inside and outside temperature as well.
Many buildings are controlled by sensors
that react to the number ofbodies in the room.
If there are too many bodies in the room and
the temperature exceeds 68 degrees -the
normal daytime temperature for buildings the
systems will shut off the heat.
TreadweII used Little Hall's major lecture
rooms as an example.
"Little Hall's classrooms are heated with
an air handling unit with an inside room
thermostat and an electronic sensor," he said.
"When the room temperature gets above680,
you feel an incoming air to cool offthe room.
Some people attribute that to a draft."
Although not all classrooms are run by an
air handling system,the principle remains the
same.Ifa large classoccupies a room,the heat
given off by the bodies many push the temperature above 68 degrees, shutting off the
heat. If the next class has fewer people, the
room may seem cold, and the temperature
might drop,causing the heat tocome back on.
Another problem with heating older buildings
is with their heating system and construction,
Hill said.
"The great bulk of our buildings are soild
masonry. There's no insulation in them at
all," he said.
"We're faced with buildings that are incredibly hard to heat and control systems that
don't work very well.Soconsequent]y there's
going to be uneven heating."

•

Keeping the campus buildings at a constant temperature isn't as easy as this.(Photo
by Scott LeClair.)
Before the first oil shock, when oil was
Energy ManagementSystem(EMS). EMS is
$1.85 a barrel!, the university's solution was
an electronic heating system located in 25
to turn the heat on in September and shut it off
buildings that controls heat via a computer.
in May,controlling the heat by opening and
The computer relays important infomiation
closing windows,Hill said.
about a building's heating and tells the oper"Oil was so cheap nobody bought it and
ator if there is a malfunction or problem with
the construction ofour buildingsreflectsthat,"
the heat.
he said:
• According to Treadwell,EMSisthe future
"The solution in the old days was to defor UMaine heating, with over 50 buildings
liberately overheat. That's a luxury we can't yet
to have it installed.
afford now," Hill said
"EMS gives us a better handle on what's
In 1980, UMaine took a giant step in
solving its heating problem by installing the
See HEAT on page 6
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Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

I

II
II

I During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
I
'members used the 'Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's I
Iright - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action I
land was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski
'Team. Normal energy is maintained (very important!) while reducing.
You keep "full" - no starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a
indict that is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
111Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, Give
'yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
lproven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself
Ito try the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to
llose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this:out as a reminder.
I Send only $10.00($10.50 for Rush Service)- to:SlimQuik, P.O. Box 103,
iDept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20
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William H. Whitdker
Marcie Roy
Gail Werrbach
Janet TeBrake
Ann Fogg
Anne Launt
Edward Collins
Mark A. Lutz
Steven E. Barkan
Melvin Burke
Richard W.Judd
Kenneth P. Hayes
Ruth Nadelhaft
Mark S. Kuhn
David F. Wihry
Jacob Naor
Sharon Jackiw
Elizabeth Shan
Iver Lofving
David Smith
Amy Nevers
Greg McManus
Michael Alpert
Evelyn S. Newlyn
Ted Coladarci
Tamara Kay Thurston
Grattan Murphy

Thomas D. Hansen
Elizabeth Scott
Liz DePoy
Margaret Danielson
Steven Pope
Lionel Berube
Howard Schonberger
Beylan C. Brown
Jana Sawicki
James E. Gallagher
William H. TeBrake
Marli F. Weiner
Edward Schriver
Alexander Grab
William J. Baker
Cameron Watson
Jamshid Loughi
Phillip Taylor
Jeremiah Genest
Virginia Nees Hatlen
Marie Alpert
David Ashmore
Gillian Jordan
Brenda Collamore
Gerald M. Herlihy
Burton Hatlen
Tina Passman
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Linda Francis
• Ronni Blunt
Margaret Swan
Judith Nottage
Chris Bates
Phil Locke
Robert H. Babcock
Marietta Tonn
Doug Allen
C. Stewart Doty
Thomas D. Duchesneau
David 0. Decker
Erik E. Peterson
Carol Toner
Robert Prasch
Kathryn Grzelkowski
Tamara Snow
Debby Beckwith
John Green
Irene Samson
Charlotte Herbold
Catherine Reid
Sharon Barker
Scott F. Marion
Linne R. Mooney
Laura Cowan
William F. Stone
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'Love Carefully' slogan of
National Condom Week

Toy exhibit at Hudson Museum

14

By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer

Displays and informational tables will
be set up by several organizations. Among
"Have Condom Sense" and "Love them: Cutler's Women's Health Services,
Carefully" are the advice from Cutler Health Sexual Health and Reproductive Education
Center educators during National Condom Program,Bangor Std Clinic, Penquis Family Planning,Eastern Maine AIDS Network,
Week.
"The purpose of the week is to provide and Residential Life's Peer Educator Proeducational opportunities for students to gram.
Condom keychains,safer sex packages,
discuss condoms. The belief is that if students have to discuss condoms then they condom sense buttons and healthy pocket
have to discuss sex," said Ruth Lockhart, packs will be available from 10a.ni until
2p.m. in the Union.
health educator at Cutler Health Center.
, The options for safer sex range from
National Condom Week,founded in 1978
to proper use of condoms, acabstinence
Berkeley,
at
California
at the University of
is observed during the week of Valentine's cording to Lockhart.
The only contraceptive method that is
Day. More than 300 universities and health
organizations across the United States ob- 100% effective is abstinence. Lockhart estimates that about 75% of the University
serve the week.
population is sexually active.
provide
to
effort
an
as
The week began
"It is our duty to inform them about ways
education and emphasize effective ways to
prevent serious and life-threatening disezs- to remain healthy," Lockhart said.
People between the ages of 18 and 23 are
es and unplanned pregnancies.
age group at the greatest risk tocontractthe
Information about sexually transmitted
an STD.
ing
unplanned
of
prevention
diseases and
Lockhart advocates the use of a spermipregnancies will be distributed in the Memorial Union on Love Carefully Day,Feb. cide containing nonoxyno1-9 in addition to

4.

An international toy exhibit will be at the Hudson Museum through Febuary 24.
(Photo by Matt Sirianni.)
he use of a condom Nonoxyno1-9 has been
found to provide additional protection against
the HIV virus The spermicide provides
added protection should the condom break

"Practicing safer sex is important to me
and my girlfriend. Condoms aren't so bad.
They're kind offun,"said ajunior education
major who wished to remain nameless

Bush admits recession causing 'distress'
By Martin Crutsinger
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Bush
acknowledged Tuesday that the country is in
a recession that iscausing "genuine economic
distress," but he continued to forecast a short
and mild downturn.
Bush used his second "Economic Report
of the President"to preach the gospel of free-

market economics instead of reliance on big
government programs to get the economy
growing again
Buthe struck a more somber tone that he
did di last year's edition, in which he had
proclaimed the economy to be "in excellent
health" with no recession on the horizon.
"The events of 1990 were a reminder that
even a healthy economy can suffershocksand
short-term setbacks,"Bush wrote in the three-
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opposition to Democratic proposals for jobcreating public works programs or cuts in the
Social Security payroll tax.
BosIdn, as a briefing on the 411-page
report, told reporters that one major drag on
the economy, higher oil prices, had already
been eased with the drop in prices that accompanied the onset ofthe Persian Gulf War.
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member Council of Economic Advisers.
CEA Chairman Michael Boskin said the
basic theme in this year's economic review
was that the nation needed to"stick to policies
that enhance long-term growth"and not try to
battle the recession with temporary fixes that
would make the deficit worse.
The administration has repeatedly voiced

has
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VA nursing scholarships available to UMaine
By Paul Fick
Staff Writer
Students in the field of nursing or occupational or physical therapy will soon have the
opportunity to apply for scholarships offered
by the Department of Veterans Affairs.
According to Peter Hickey,the education
liaison representative for the Veteran's Administration The applications will be available after Feb. 15
The scholarships are for students in the
final year ofan associate degree in nursing,as
well as third- and fourth-year students in

Hickey said that with the current shortage
baccalaureate and master's degree programs program," Brissette said. "This isn't the type
of scholarship that a lot of nursing students of nursing staff at VA medical centers, the
in nursing, and occupational therapy.
s may be easier to get.
Recipients of these scholarships receive apply for. However,it is very competitive for scholarship
for applications may be made to
Requests
tuition,educational expenses,and a monthly any nursing student."
or Chief of RehabilitaNursing
of
Chief
the
are
winners
scholarship
that
said
Brisette
stipend of $621,accordingto Joan Brissette,
center. On campus,
medical
any VA
assistant to the director of the College of selected randomly on a nationwide basis by tion at
from the Dean
requested
be
may
the VA. Recipients are assigned to a VA applications
Nursing.
l or
Occupationa
of
Director
the
Nursing,
of
In exchange, the recipients serve as full- medical center upon graduation, where they
the
of
office
through
or
Therapy,
Physical
time.
of
length
time registered nurses, or occupational or serve their obligatory
Hall.
Wingate
in
aid
student
medical
VA
to
assigned
are
Recipients
physical therapists in a VA medical center
Applicationsshould be arriving within the
one year for each year ofscholarship support. centers which are in the most need of workers.
few weeks at the College of Nursing at
next
a
to
"Students can request to be assigned
Two years is the maximum length of a scholCollege Ave. They should be post160
that
guarantee
no
particularcenter,but there's
arship award.
no later than May 28, 1991.
marked
said.
Brissette
there,"
assigned
be
will
they
"Most of the students opt for the two-year

US commando units used against special targets
as part of its special operations forces, but command centers. They blasted the comthey, too, have combat and reconnaissance mand posts with Hellfire missiles,opening a
teams designed for special missions such as path for the initial wave ofallied attack planes.
These other incidents pointtospecialforces
WASHINGTON(AP) — Much is made hostage rescues and raids and spy operations
in the war:
involvement
of the evasive exploits of stealth airplanes in deep in enemy territory
military sourcesdisclosed that
31,
Jan.
On
talk
won't
officials
Defense Department
the bombing ofIraq and Kuwait. But precious
aircraft was downed beSpectre
AC-130
an
and
evidence
anecdotal
but
publicly,
it
little is known about the Persian Gulf War about
that its crew of 14
and
lines,
enemy
hind
make
sources
military
by
offered
information
weapon;
American
deedsofan even stealthier
The Pentagon
action.
in
missing
is clear that a full range of special operations airmen were
special operations forces
mission,
aircraft's
the
on
commented
not
has
Secrecy and silence are watchwords of forces is operative in and around Kuwait and
by Air
used
gunship
a
be
to
known
is
it
but
there elite units trained to operate behind Iraq.
the
in
capability
a
tremendous
have
"You
enemy lines and in hostile waters.
They are the unseen warriors, the hidden area," said one government official with direct access to such information whospoke on
heroes.
To their military mates they are "snake condition of anonymity.
Special operations forces often act as the going on out on campus and saves us a lot of
eaters" and "night stalkers." Officially they
trips for service people," he said.
the spear in a major offensive.
of
tip
are Rangers and Green Berets of the Army,
In addition to EMS being an easier way to
U.S.-led
the
of
outset
the
at
example,
For
Navy,
the
nriof
the SEAL(Sea,Air,Land)tea
and handle complaints, it's
and the less well-known Air Force Special air attack of Iraq on Jan. 17, a special forces heat the campus
n tool as well.
conservatio
a
also
helicopter
unit teamed up with Army Apache
Operations Force.
we've been able to save
EMS
"Through
defense
air
Iraqi
two
The Pentagon doesn't count the Marines gunships to knock out
enough oil to heat these buildings for free out
of the savings," Hill said.
"Over the last 10 years, we've probably
dropped our oil consumption by 20,000 barrels," Treadwell added.
Although EMS is effective and is saving
the university money, both Treadwell and
Hill agree more has to be done with conservation, especially in light of the economy,
budget cuts and the war in the Middle East.
"By making small lifestyle changes, we
By Robert Burns
Associated Press Writer

Force Special Operations Forces for nighttime armed reconnaissance,close-air support
of ground forces and rescue operations
Navalforces in at least one case conducted
a "take down"ofa merchant ship that refused
to halt after warning shots were fired across its
bow.
The ship was suspected of violating the
United Nations trade embargo against Iraq.
The risky job of boarding the ship fell to a
Navy SEAL team.

Heating system

VIERIE
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1FIRIERILL1IEr aa-n5
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
[STDs]
constitute a serious health problem
among college students

from page 3

can decrease our oil dependability on foreign
oil," Hill said. "It is so hard to see one individual's change in behavior as affecting anything,but if we somehow all behaved like we
were in this together, we could make an
incredible difference."
"There are all kinds ofexperts that look at
the way the U.S.consumesenergy and say we
could kiss the Middle East goodbye if we
could get our act together," Hill said.
Treadwell agrees, noting that since the
war in the Middle East began, the 1010 15
complaint callsreceived per day hasdecreased.
"We're all in this together and we've got
to conserve energy. It's a national - it's an
international thing," Treadwell said.
"We all should pull together."
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FACT: Condoms(along with nonoxynol-A and
dental dams)help prevent the spread ofSTDs.
iHave
Condom
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Life, School ofHuman Development, Eastern Maine AIDS Network, and
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***
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Student Government.
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***
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at the Residential Life and the Peer Education Program Office, basement of
Estabrooke Hall or at the Peer Educator's Condom Booth at the
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Applications Deadline Monday_ February 18 199 VW,
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Calls to PD have helped catch thieves
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Students reporting incidentsof vandalism
or theft to the police in the past year helped in
apprehensions of many of the perpetrators,
according to William Laughlin, investigator
for the University of Maine Department of
Public Safety.
In October of 1989, 15 automobiles were
vandalized in the Oxford Hall parking lot,
causing$17-18,000damage.A student called
Public Safety about the incident, which lead
to conviction of a Caribou man.

He also had to pay restitution for the
damages to the cars.
In the spring of 1990,students in separate
incidentscalled UMaine police about a stolen
computer and stolen furniture. Later persons
were apprehended and prosecuted for the
separate thefts, and the stolen items were
recovered.
"We have had a number of concerned
students come forth with information,"
Laughlin said. "With peer pressure and so
forth,itspeaks very highly a lot(ofstudents)."
Bill Kennedy,director of Judicial Affairs
at UMaine,said 50 percent of his cases come

from the police and the other 50 percent
comes from Residential Life staff, students,
and faculty.
Students have reported incidents of assault, thefts and vandalism to Kennedy
incidents offellow studentscheating have
been reported as well. "Some students feel
strongly that they're cheating them too,"
Kennedy said.
Student calls also help deter crimes, according to Laughlin. Calls to the police about
a suspicious person and the presence of the
police helped prevent possible crimes.
"But a lot of times we don't know what

Protesters rally on mall in Washington D.C.
a silent vigil in Lafayette Park for 10 years first amendment rights," Picciotto said.
"I believe some police officers are upset
to protest nuclear arms. For the past decade,
she and her signs have weathered the ele- that they don't live in the Soviet Union,"
said Stuart Morris,from Hyattsville, Md.
ments 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Morris is active with"Food,Not Bombs"
Last Saturday, police removed the signs
when they were deemed too large,she said. (FNB),an organization which promotes atTrays holding her literature were also con- tention to domestic issues such as hunger.
Despite police pressure, Morris said the
fiscated because they were considered "perdemonstrators remain determined in their
manent structures," she said.
"I hope that we will be able to get a quest for peace.
"We've decided that the police can't
lawyer and get an injunction to stop them.
This is unbelievable. They are violating our stop us from stopping the war," he said.

from page I
Morris cites police inexperience with
these protests as one reason for the increased
enforcement of rules and regulations in the
park.
"They were frustrated as to how to deal
with it. There are laws which protect these
kinds of demonstrations. We had to be creative in our demonstrations and remain one
step ahead of them," Morris said.
But Morris conceded the police "successfully chased some people away. We had
to keep our spirits up because they got us to

Mendros,Littlefield sworn in to Student Government
the MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMITTEE.This is the infamous group responsible
for nemerous anti-war and anti-government
protests. He also worked to getthe CIA banned
from recruiting on this campus.Isthis the kind
of person you want selecting what speakers
and programs the Student Government will
sponsor? Please consider the facts when you
go to cast your vote,don't be taken in by false
promises and rhetoric."
Strimling said he considered the letter to
be "backstabbing."
"Language like that is not conducive to
positive government working for people," he
said. "It is conducive to pride and power, to
personal needs and goals."
In a short interview Tuesday night Jenkins said the letter had been-paid for from'his
"personal pocket."

He said copies had been sent to all regis- mild compared to large posters being torn
tered Republicans on-campusexcept those he down and anti-candidate posters being put
knew already supported other candidates.
up," he said.
During the last days of the campaign an
Strimling said many such incidents had
unidentified group put up posters asking stutaken place during the campaign
"This is only the beginning of what we dentsio vote against Mendros/Littlefield.
have heard has happened in terms of door-todoor campaigns," he said.
Littlefield said he had not been involved
with the letter and denied he had spoken about
other candidates while campaigning.
"When I talked to people door-to-door I
told them what our campaign was running on,
what we stood for,and what we thought were
the major issues for student government."
Littlefield said he did not condone the
letter hut thought it minor compared to some
incidents during the campaign.
"The issue of a letter of endorsement is

:

:

focus on the police and not the war. It is very
distracting and it makes us much more tense,"
he said,
Although their numbers have dwindled,
Morris believes more people will participate in the vigil ifa ground war begins. More
people will show up when the weather gets
wanner as well, he said.
Tentatively, FNB is planning a demonstation for late March or early April and
Morris hopes students on spring break will
join with the local FNB chapters.

They read,in part:"Lies and compromise.
Your ignorance is their strength. Boycott
Mendros/Littlefield."
Littlefield said they also had large posters
torn down from Little and Hart Halls before
election day.

THE COMPREHENSIVE FEE SERVICES
FUND will assist organizations recognized by
Student Government or the Association of
Graduate Studen,ts by covering 80% of the
Expenses associated with specific set-up costs,
i.e., police coverage, fire marshals and/or
electricians. (THIS FUND IS SEPARATE FROM
THE PROGRAM FUND.)
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.
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her.
.
.
Not in conjunction w/Any.lt

Applications for this fund are available at the
following locations in the Memorial Union:

Nominations are currently being
accepted
for membership in the
All Maine Women Honor Society.

The Center for Student Services - 3rd Floor
The Student Activities Office - 2nd Floor
The Student Programming Office - 2nd Floor

Nomination forms miy be picked up in the Student
Activities office of the Memorial Union. Forms are due
no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, February 27, 1991.

All Maine Women is an honor society that recognize
achievements in the areas ofleadership,service to the
University of.ilaine,exemplary character, dignity,
Maine spirit and scholarship.
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ARE YOU PLANNING AN EVENT
AND COULD USE SOME EXTRA
FUNDING????
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we've deterred because it just never happened," Laughlin said."Somebody was eoncemed enough so we could run a cruiser in
there at that -given time, which was so crucial."
Along with reporting incidents, UMaine
students have brought many items to the lost
and found at the UMaine police department.
According to Laughlin, students have
brought watches, money and other valuable
items to the Department of Public Safety.
"We have our incidents here," Laughlin
said,"but it seems as though you never hear
about the good things."

This funding is also retroactive for the Fall
Semester. If your group qualifies, please see
Ms. Bobby Ives, Student Programming Office,
for details.
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Calls to PD have helped catch thieves
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Students reporting incidents of vandalism
or theft to the police in the past year helped in
apprehensions of many of the perpetrators,
according to William Laughlin, investigator
for the University of Maine Department of
Public Safety.
In October of 1989, 15 automobiles were
vandalized in the Oxford Hall parking lot,
causing S17-18,000damage. A studentcalled
Public Safety about the incident, which lead
to conviction of a Caribou man

He also had to pay restitution for the from the police and the other 50 percent
comes from Residential Life staff, students,
damages to the cars.
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Incidents offellow students cheating have
were apprehended and prosecuted for the
reported as well. "Some students feel
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that they're cheating them too,"
strongly
recovered.
"We have had a number of concerned Kennedy said.
Student calls also help deter crimes, acstudents come forth with information,"
Laughlin said. "With peer pressure and so cording to Laughlin. Calls to the police about
forth,itspeaks very highly a lot(ofstudents)." a suspicious person and the presence of the
Bill Kennedy,director of Judicial Affairs police helped prevent possible crimes.
"But a lot of times we don't know what
at UMaine,said 50 percent of his CaSdS come

we've deterred because it just never happened," Laughlin said."Somebody was concerned enough so we could run a cruiser in
there at that given time, which was so crucial."
Along with reporting incidents, UMaine
students have brought many items to the lost
and found at the UMaine police department.
According to Loughlin, students have
brought watches, money and other valuable
items to the Department of Public Safety.
"We have our incidents here," Laughlin
said,"but it seems as though you never hear
about the good things."
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mild compared to large posters being torn
down and anti-candidate posters being put
up," he said.
During the last days of the campaign an
unidentified group put up posters asking students to vote against Mendros/Littlefield.
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They read,in part:"Liesand compromise.
Your ignorance is their strength. Boycott
Mendros/Littlefield."
Littlefield said they also had large posters
torn down from Little and Hart Halls before
election day

ARE YOU PLANNING AN EVENT
AND COULD USE SOME EXTRA
FUNDING????
THE COMPREHENSIVE FEE SERVICES
FUND will assist organizations recognized by
Student Government or the Association of
Graduate Students by covering 80% of the
Expenses associated with specific set-up costs,
i.e., police coverage, fire marshals and/or
electricians. (THIS FUND IS SEPARATE FROM
THE PROGRAM FUND.)
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Nominations are currently being
accepted
for membership in the
All Maine Women Honor Society.
Nomination forms may be picked up in the Student
Activities office of the Memorial Union. Forms are due
1991.
no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, February 27,

M Maine Women is an honor society that recognizes
achievements in the areas ofleadership,service to the
University ofMaine,exemplary character, dignity,
Maine spirit arid scholarship.

Applications for this fund are available at the
following locations in the Memorial Union:
The Center for Student Services - 3rd Floor
The Student Activities Office - 2nd Floor
The Student Programming Office - 2nd Floor
This funding is also retroactive for the Fall
Semester. If your group qualifies, please see
Ms. Bobby Ives, Student Programming Office,
for details.
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News competition
comes to Baghdad
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ttention television viewers without cable: you
can now turn the set back on without suffering from the
repetitive drones of newscasters assuming what is going on
in the Persian Gulf. CNN is no longer alone in Baghdad.
ABC has landed a piece ofthe action.Correspondent Bill
Blakemore began reporting from Baghdad Sunday.
Of course, this does not mean the dirt underneath Operation Desert Storm will be uncovered by any means. It
does mean the other major stations will not have to rely on
CNN for exclusive inside views on what is and what is not
happening inside Iraq's capital.
U S. networks CBS,NBC and ABC have struggled with
Iraq since they were ordered to leave Baghdad the day after
war broke out. The only U.S. network allowed to stay in the
capital was CNN.
Since CNN's reign, the three networks have used parts
of its broadcasts for their own reports.
Iraq's singling-out has left many people confused about
its purpose of allowing CNN to remain.
Rumors that CNN 'paid a price' to stay in Baghdad have
circulated. Along the same lines, Saddam Hussein's interview with CNN might have had something to do with his
decision to let the station stay. Hussein has been reported as
referring to CNN as the station that has had better relations
with Iraq in the past. He said CNN treated them fairly.
For the benefit of all viewers,it will be interesting to see
what messes can be uncovered. It will also be interesting to
find out which messes Iraq will allow to be uncovered.
Let's hope two U.S. networks reporting live from within
Baghdad are better than one.(ECH)

The lie of the
air war
•

H

ere we are,About a month into our war in the Gulf,
and the delusions of gradeur we held about the air war are
becoming thestark realization that we cannot bomb Iraq into
submission.
It is now almost certain we will be involved in a ground
war. Our initial hopes ofsurrender by air power have proved
asfruitless as our hopesofa peaceful settlement ofthis crisis.
It is too bad that all oftelevision's so-called "MiddleEast experts" and "military analysts" have led Americans to
believe that this war could be bloodless.
We have been betrayed by those we have trusted. The
institutions which have revealed to us corruption,crime,and
social disease have left many Americans dismayed with
their constant and repeated misinterpretation of Middle East
events and their prognosis for the war's resolution.
In short, they have led us to believe something which,
unfortunately, is not true. No apology, however, is forthcoming.
We trust that the media,especially television, can begin
to understand that many Americans depend on them for
hope, and for insight — and, in the process, we hope this
group would consider it their duty not to trick us or try to
second-guess something as unpredictable as a war.(DHV)

Deadline for FAF is Feb. 15
Students who are interested in
applying for financial aid for the
91-92 academic year should be
completing and mailing their Financial Aid Forms now. Eligibility
for the majority of aid that is
available through the financial aid
office is determined by the Financial Aid Form(FAF),including the
Stafford Loan(GSL.)If you do not
have your FAF yet, pick one up
today at the Office of Student Aid,
second floor, Wingate Hall (5811324).
Deadline approaching: To be
an on-time applicant for financial
aid the Financial Aid Form must be
received at the College Scholarship
Service by March 1. The Office of
Student Aid suggests you mail your
FAF by February 15 to ensure that
it is received by the processing
center in Princeton, N.J. by March
I Federal financial aid is distributed on a first come first serve
basis. It is especially important to
be on-time this year as funding
becomes continuously tighter. If
you miss the deadline, the Office
of Student Aid may be unable to
assist you beyond your eligibility
for Pell Grant and Stafford Loans
(GSL).
Hints on completing the FAF:
Remember to complete your FAF
with a number two pencil. The
FAF is computer scanned. Completing the FAF with a pen may
make it necessary for the form to
be processed manually and will
hold up the process.Be sure tosend
the appropriate filing fee(question
78). If you want to apply for a Pell
Grant mark"yes"to both questions

Guest column
by the Office of
Student Aid
30a and 30b. This allows the processing center to send the information to us, and to your state
agency so that you may be considered for the state scholarship. To
apply for your state scholarship be
certain to check the correct box
(question 78b) and include the
additional fee. Also be sure that all
the required signatures are signed
in box 21.
Tax forms area't completed
yet?: If you or your parents have
not yet finished your tax returns
you may complete the form using
estimated information. Don't wait
until your tax returns are completed! Do be prepared to submit
your tax returns to'this office by
April 15. Always keep a copy of
your tax returns for your own files.
If you don't keep a copy and have
to request one from the IRS in the
future, it will take 6 to 8 weeks for
them to respond to you, and this
will hold up processing of your
aid. The government requires
copies of tax returns to verify the
information on your form. Also,
these documents may be necessary
to document your dependency
status. Don't send the tax returns
with your financial aid form to
Princeton. They will destroy them.

Is aid available for summer?:
Stafford Loans (GSL) and Work
Study are available during the
sununer se.ssion for students enrolled at least half-time. File a
Summer Work Study application
available in our office. Again, it is
important to be on-time as Work
Study funds are limited. Stafford
Loan forms are available at your
bank.
Who is eligible?: In order to
receive financial aid you must be
enrolled in a degree program and
registered at least halftime. Also,
you must be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident of the United
States.
When can I see an advisor?:
The Office ofStudent Aid is opened
from 8 to 4:30 Monday through
Friday. Advisors area vailable from
9 to 11 and Ito 3 everyday except
Thursday afternoon. Visits with advisors are on a walk-in basis
only. Generally, there are two advisors available everyday, so the
wait should not be too long.
Thant, you: The Office of
Student Aid would like to thank
the many students who were patient
and understanding this last semester. It was a tough one for all of us.
We appreciate your cooperation.
This column was written by the
OfficeofStudentAid to let students
know about important developments infinancial aid. The office,
located on the second floor of
Wingate Halt will updtoe students'
in this space at other times in the
semester.
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*Black History Month Continues
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11:00 a.m. UMaine Women's
Swimming. Black Beats vs.
New England. Wallace Pool.

12:20 p.m. The Controversy
Series. Panel Studentsand
Socialism. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey.
Black Bears vs. Merrimack
Alfond Arena. Admission/
Sports Pass.

7:00 p.m. The Coffee House.
Movie at 7:00 p.m.,and music
after. The Ram's Horn.

7:00 p.m. Bladc History

7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice
Fain Festiva Seat,ofSiege. 101
Neville Hall. Free.

Month. The Color Purple.
Sponsored by the AfricanAmerican Student Association.
101 Neville Hall. Fire

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Raging Bull
Commuter/NTS Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
700& 900 p.m. Feature
Film. Henry andJim:
Little
mu Sponsored by TUB. 130
.
rge
Cha
fin Hall. Admission

o

2

8:00 p.m.Thursday Night at
The Bear's Den.The Bear's
Den.

-:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Do the Right Thing
Commuter/NTS Lounge.
Fire.
n
ce
by
Pea
>11 Spirituality:A Path to
Eunice Baumann-Nelson.
1.5 Bodvvell Lounge, Maine
1. Center for the Arts. Admission
•7
7:00 p.m. Nativekneica

O

sa.

DER
WEEKEN
8:00 p.m. After Hours

11:00 a.m. UMainc
Women's Swimming.
Black Bears vs. New
England. Wallace Pool.

7:00 p.m. UMaine
Hockey. Black Bears vs.
Merrimack. Alfond Arena.
Admission/Sports Pass.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. A Day at the
Races. Sponsored by TUB.
Commuter/NTS Loungc.
Free.
8:00 p.m. Ernaunel
Pianist. Bodwell Lounge.
Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
8:00 p.m. First Annual
Black kistory Month
Semi-Formal Dance.
Peabody Room, Memorial
Union. Admission.

'

Series. Singer/Songwriter
Barb Schloff Bear's Den,
Memorial Union.
Admission.
8:30 p.m. Valentine's
Dance. Ballroom,
University College.
Students: $3.00, NonStudents: $4.00.

„0 9:00 p.m. The Penny
Post. Nicotine Sneeze is
playing with special guest
Panic Button. The Penny
Post. $2.00 cover.

Wednesday, February 13 to Wednesday, February 20
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ATHLETKS

MOVIES
Wednesday 13

ftiday 15

12:00 p.m No Popcorn Cinema. A Day at
the Racri Sutton Lounge. Free.
12:10 p.m. & 4:30 p.m. Hudson
Museum Films. Lucy Covington: Native
American Indian and Abnaki: The
Native People ofMaine. Call 581-1901
for information. Bodwell Lounge,
Maine Center for thc Arts.
700& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Henry and
June 130 Little Hai Admission Charge.

700 p.m. Black History Month. The Color
Purple. Sponsored by the African-American
Student Association. 101 Neville HalL Fire.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Do the Right
Thing. Sponsored by TUB.Commuter/NTS
Lounge. Free.

Saturday 16
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.A Day at the
Ram Sponsored by TUB.Commuter/NTS
Lounge. Free.

Wairasday 13
7:30 p.m. UMaine Women's Basketball.
Black Bears vs.Northeastem. Bangor
Auditorium. Admission/ Sports Pass.

hiday 15
11:00 a.m. UMaine Women's Swimming.
Black Bears vs. New England. Wallace
Pool.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hodrzy. Black Bears
vs. Merrimack Alfond Arena. Admission/
Sports Pass.

llitrsday 14
Mosby 18
700 p.m. Peace and Justice Film FesavaL
State ofSiege. Classic Costa Gavras movie
based onthe kidnapping ofa U.S. official in
Latin America. Powerful film about Latin
American revolutionaries and the role ofthe
U.S. in their country. C,offee, Cider, and
Donuts after. 101 Neville Hall. Free.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Raging Bull
Sponsored by TUB.ComMuter/NTS
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
7:00& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Hemy and
June. Sponsored by TUB. 130 Little Hai
Admon Charge.

1200 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. To Live
and Die in LA.Sponsored by TUB.Sutton
I ounge. Free.

besday 19
1200 p.m No Popcorn Cinema. The
Candidate Sponsored by TUB.Sutton
Lounge. Free.

Wakesday20
1200 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Great Bac
(fFne Sponsored by TUB.Sutton Lounge_
Free.
7:00&9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Quick
Changr. Sponsored by TUB. 130 Litdc Hai
Admission Charge.

Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen
Soup Kitchen
.0r

Wednesday, 13: Minestrone Soup & Rice
Pudding
Thursday, 14: Spinach & Mushroom
Lasagna
Monday, 18: Pasta with White Veggie Sauce
Tuesday, 19: Cauliflower & Cheddar Soup
Wednesday, 20: Strudel
The Soup Kitchen is located at Fernald Hall snack
bar, and is open from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. The price is $3.95 and includes
tea, juice, yogurt, bread, and fresh fruit.

Satunlay 16
11:00 a.m. UMaine Women's Swimming.
Black Bears vs. New England. Wallace
Pool.
7:00 p.m. UMaine Hockey. Black Bears
vs. Merrimack Alfond Arena. Admission/
Sports Pass.

To help support our
troops serving in
Saudi Arabia, write:
U.S. Army and Air Force
Any Soldier
Operation Desert Storm
A.P.O. N.Y. N.Y.
09848

Stop by the Microcomputer
Resource Center for a
demonstration of the new
Macintosh LC, Macintosh si
or the Macintosh Classic,
Macintosh's new low cost
computers.
11 Shibles Hall

IMO!

The Campus Crier
Countdown to
Freedom.
Spring Break is only
17 days away!
Have you laid your
base tan yet?

NEED A

RtDE?

Send information to 16
Chadbourne Hall or call
581— 4359
Ride Needed or Riders Wanted
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Phone #:

a,
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SPEAKERS 4

MEETINGS

Wednesday 13

Wednesday 13

3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Developing
Effective Study Environments. Contact
Betsy Rose at 581-1826. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Black History Month. The
Politics of Writing, a lecture by Samuel
Delany, novelist, essayist. 101 Neville

Thursday 14
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
Panel. Students and Socialism. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Friday 15
7:00 p.m. Native American Spirituality:
A Path to Peace by Eunice BaumannNelson. Bodwell Lounge, Maine Center
for the Arts. Admission Charge.

Tuesday 19
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum.
Sex Equity in the Science Classroom as a
Criterionfor Teaching Excellence.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
8:00 p.m. Surviving in the Writing
Game by writers Frank Levering and
Wanda Urbanska. 120 Little Hall.

Wednesday 20
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Test Taking
Strategies. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

NATIONAL CONDOM
WEEK
An WEEK:
For Free Safer See Packages,dip coupons from 77x
Maine Gvnpacr and redeem them at Cutler Health
Center.

Monday 18

3:00 p.m. Support Croup for Parents of
Children with Special Needs. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.

6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association
Meeting. Students helping students, past,
present, and future. Crossland Alumni
Center. 581-ALUM.

]3:30 p.m. Loved Ones in the Middle
East Support Group. Sponsored by The
Counseling Center. Fernald Hall.

6:30 p.m. Circle IC Lown Room,
Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.

5:00 p.m. Peace Club Meeting. Stodder
Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. Campus Recycling Initiative.
General Meeting. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. Anthropology Club. South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Thursday 14
1:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Tuesday 19
3:00 p.m. Support Group for Students
with Learning Disabilities. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.

3:30 p.m. Off-Campus Board Meeting.
OCB Office, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. The Virtue ROOM,The
Maples.

5:00 p.m. University Democrats. Alumni
Room, Memorial Union. New members
welcome.

6:00 p.m. Student Government. 100
Neville Hall.

6:30 p.m. Wilde-Stein Lesbian, Bi-sexual,
Gay Support Group Meeting. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. Ad-Ventures. Advertising Club.
In the Reading Room, Lord Hall. All
majors welcome.

7:30 p.m. Society for Creative
Anachronism Meeting. Come and
recreate European History. All are
wdcome. Lenge! Gym.

7:00 p.m. The Union Board General
Meeting. The Union Board Office, 2ND
Floor, Memorial Union.

Friday 15
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town ROOM, Memorial
Union.

B 0

Upcoming Outdoor Adventures
Feb. 16:

Feb. 18:

Information tables in the Memorial Union from 10-.00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.:
Free literature and lots ofother stuffprovided by Cutler
Health Center, plus plenty ofdisplays from: Cutler
Health Center Women's Health Services, SHARE,
Peer Eciucators Program, Bangor SI 1.) Clinic,Penquis
Family Planning, Good Samaritan Agency, Mabd
Wadsworth Women's Health Center, and Eastern
Maine AIDS Network.
Carnation, Kiss, and Condom Bouquet $1 at the
ubk in the Union on Thuraday.
Pillow Tallc beam to be confident, assertive,
knowlegable,and sexy!3:30 Sutton lounge, Memorial
Union.

Akio'

Feb. 21:
Feb. 22:

RIDES
Feb. 23:
Feb. 24:

Ride Wanted:
To: Presque Isle
When: Weekends
Will Share Gas
Pally Willky
581-4917
Room:321

To: Bethlehem/
Norristonn, PA or a
NYC Train Station
When: Any Weekend
Will share Gas and
Driving
Elaine Wendt
866-0234

D

"Lift is either a daring adventure or nothing."
-Helen Keller

Residential life Peer Educuon will sdl Condom Key
Chains through Friday for $1 in the Memorial Union.
THURSDAY, FEBaukin'14m is Low CAREFULLY
DAY:

N

'Avalanche Awareness
Workshop.
"High Ropes Course.
"YAP: Creating Your Own
Camp.
*YAP: Snowshoeing
•New Games Festival.
•Yurt to Yurt Ski Tour
(Through the 24th).
'Intermediate Ice Climbing.
'Open Pool Practice Session.

March Break-North Carolina Kayaking Trip

Registration Deadline for most courses is five
days in advance. Space is occasionally
available after deadlines. For more
information please call 581-1794 or stop by
the Maine Bound office in the Union.

mar

•
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Wednesday, February 13 to Wednesday, February 20

ENTERTAINMENT RELIGION
Ash Wednesday
"IV Wednesday 13

Thursday 14

7:00 p.m. The Coffee House.
Movie at 7:00 p.m., and music after.
The Ram's Horn.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at The
Bear's Den. Sponsored by Student
Government. Sec ad below. The Bear's
Den.

Saturday 16
8:00 p.m. &flannel Ax, Pianist.
bodwell Lounge. Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission.
8:00 p.m. First Annual Black History
Month Semi-Formal Dance. Peabody
Room, Memorial\Union. Admission.
8:00 p.m. After Hours Series. Singer/
Songwriter Barb Schloff Bear's Den,
Memorial Union. Admission.

12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Service. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Catholic Mass. Newman
Center

Friday 15
4:00 p.m. International Coffee Hour.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Tuesday 19
7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation. Wilson
Center,67 College Ave. Call 866-4227
for more info.

Thursday 14
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Bible Study.
Stodder Private Dining Room.
7:30 p.m. The Way Campus
Fellowship. Everyone is welcome to
learn and grow with God. Fellowship,
teaching on how to believe the Bible.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.

OnFin
International Toy Exhibit. Play is a
Child's Work: Toysfrom Around the
World Through February 24th.
Hudson Museum, Maine Center for the
Arts.

7:30 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ.
Program designed for spiritual growth
and development. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Friday 15
8:30 p.m. Valentine's Dance.
Chemical-fire dance with DJ John
°mini. Bring your favorite tunes.
Sponsored by The Wilde-Stein Club.
Ballroom, University College. Students:
$3.00, Non-Students: $4.00.

Sunday 17
9:00 p.m. The Penny Post. Nicotine
Sneeze is playing with special guest
Panic Button. The Penny Post. $2.00

12:00 p.m. Moslem Prayer.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. An interdenominational
group ofstudents desiring to listen to
the words ofJesus and wrestle with their
implications for our lives. Skeptics are
welcome. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Counseling Center Groups
The Counseling Center offers counseling for
General Therapy, Graduate Students and
Returning Adults, Women, Men, Eating
Issues, ACOA/Troubled Families, Gay/
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Groups, and Incest
Survivors Group.
For further information, to register, or to
schedule a pre-group intervieW, contact the
Counseling Center at

Sunday 17

cover.

9:30 a.m Catholic Liturgies. Newman
Center. •

Monday 18
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Sponsored by
TUB. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.

11:15 a.m. Catholic Liturgies.
Memorial Union.

Fernald Hall:
Cutler Health Center

THE CAMPUS CRIER
February 13, 1991

6:15 p.m. Catholic Liturgics. Newman
Center.

Wednesday 20
7:00 p.m. Kodo. A Japanese ensemble
that combines music, movement, and
ritual. The Kodo musicians body is ai
much an instrument as the drum he
plays. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.

5:00 p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Wilson Center.

Tuesday 19
6:00 p.m. Student Reflection & Action
Group. The Wilson Center,67 College
Ave.(The A-frame). 866-4227.

Thursday Night
at the Bear's
Featuring:
Den!
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
1,,&701111110W"
:
itasi
1111"armilW
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Sponsored by Student Government.

*FREEPizza at8p.m. Free Popcorn
*Cash Bar with I.D.
*Open to allages
Wo cover charge
*Cheap prices on yourfavorite
libations!

9

581-1392
581-4020

Vol. 4 Issue 17

Editor Christopher Tatian
Associate Editor Shawn Anderson
Proofreader Stacey Schwingle
Artwork: Tim Carrier
Cover Art: Steve Kurth
The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listing
please include the following information:
name, organization, phone number, time,
date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send all submissions through
campus mailto:The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call us at 581-4359.
Deadline is Friday at 4:30
A
p.m.a week before the listing
is to appear.
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Response
Bill would can
six-month rent
To The Editor:
Do have problems with your
landlord? Is your landlord
making needed repairs? Were
you forced to pay six month
advance rent? Your University
of Maine Student Government
wants to know.
State Representative Mary
Cathcort of Orono is sponsoring legislation which would
make it against the law to force
tenants to pay six months worth
of rent in advance. She is also
considering legislation which
would allow tenants to place
their rent payments man escrow
account until needed repairsare
made.

Student Government wants
to push this legislation through
Augusta but we.need your help.
If you have been forced to
pay six month advancement, if
you have been unsuccessful in
getting repairs made, or if you
have had other problems with
your landlord please let us know.
Write to: Landlord Complaints; C/O Student Government office; Memorial Union;
Orono,ME04469or call at 5811775 Monday thru Friday from
9-4. Help us help you!
Andy Favreau
Chair,Student Affairs Committee
Student Government

Woman not told of sick child
To The Editor.
One Monday, Feb. 4th, my
eleven-month-old son suddenly
became ill. His body temperature
rose to 103 degrees and continued
to increase The daycare which he
attends here at the university tried
to contact me at the Bear's Den
from around ll am to I pm..

Your gripe
here.
Write to
The Maine
Campus.

Protester mourns all deaths
To The Editor:
lam writing in response to Matt
Benner's letter in the Feb. 8 issue
of The Maine Campus. He claimed
that the continuation of anti-war
demonstrations, (termed as
plorable attacks"),constitute a lack
of respect for "our veterans, our
citizens soldiers,and our troops in
the foxholes of Saudi Arabia" and
serve only to benefit Saddam
Hussein by destroying "the morale
and psyche of our troops."
I think it is necessary to dispel
the misconception that the protesters do not support or respect the

troops in the Gulf.
Not only do I respect the veterans and enlisted soldiers but 1
respect their right to live. I mourn
each American death.I mourn each
Iraqi death. I mourn the death of
each person who starved or frozen
on the streets of America while
billions of dollars are funnelled
into the war.
I mourn thefact that these deaths
could have been avoided. I mourn
the rape of the Earth, which has
been compounded by the war. I
mourn the fact that these sacrifices
will bring us no closer to any sort
of peace, but closer to increased

hatred and destruction.
The demonstrators protest the
unjustifiable deaths of innocent
troops and civilians. The demonstrators protest against this unacceptable war, which serves only
the interests of big business and
big money.
This greed is killing our brothers and sisters, our Mother Earth
and our Father Sky. I am sure no
soldier's morale could ever be
destroyed by a love of humanity
and demand for peace.
Clearlight Gerald

The teacher at the daycare followed procedure and called the
location where I stated! would be.
When she called she spoke to
someone in management who refiiseLl to make any attempt to locate
me, because they were too busy!
Well, I'm sorry if it is such an
inconvenience to contact a parent
when his! her child is suddenly ill.

I'm certain that if it were their
child they would expect to be notified inunediately,no matter where
they are.Iexpectthesame common
courtesy! MaybeIexpect too much.
But when my child is sick, I want
to know!
Louisa M. Westleigh

Demonstration
was disrespectful
To The Editor:
We as United States citizens
enjoy the privilege of freedom
of speech.
Where would we be if we
did not have a military? Are
citizens of all countries free to
experience these same privileges — march in support of our
troops; display the flag or yellow ribbons; hold anti-war
demonstrations;or express criticism of the President?
Are the anti-war demonstrationssuppose to be educational,
informative or just a form of
free speech? They are having a
demoralizing effect • on our
troops. I found the anti-war
demonstration in Bangor on
Feb.8,depicting a mock funeral procession, insulting, insensitive and distasteful.
Itshowed lack ofrespect and
supportfor our military and their
families. Military families and
the armed forces deserve more.
I am proud of my son who is

doing his job as a member of
the armed forces in Saudi Arabia He chose this as his career
and I respect him. Regardless
how we feel about the Bush
administration, the troops deserve our support during this
crisis. Do we want a war? Do
the people in the Persian Gulf
want a war? No But,since there
is one, we need to do all we can
toshow oursupportofthe troops
and their families.
I was interesting that television stationschose to air a mock
funeral procession rather than
the presentation of $25,000 to
the Maine Ending Hunger Fund
by The Maine Credit Union
League,cited in the BDN,2/9/
91. Freedom of speech! Their
choice of what they deem news
or what the public wants. Yes,
we cant turn offour televisions
but this is our connection to
news on the "war in the Gulf."
Jean Berger

Writer urges: Bring back Desert Storm T-shirts
To The Editor
Early last week I noticed some
very nice T-shirts in the Bookstore
that honored the troops in Operation Desert Storm. I went into the
Bookstore the next day to purchase
one. I was shocked and deeply
saddened to hear from Bookstore

employees that due to some protests, the T-shirts were pulled out
and I would not be able to purchase
this type of product at the Bookstore
due to this protest
My son is a U.S. Marine who
was activated for service in Operation Desert Storm. He was a
freshman at the Machias campus

and received full support from the
students and faculty at Machias.
My son is going, possibly to
engage in combat, because he is a
proud American It upsets me that
I cannot purchase a simple T-shirt
to honor my son and his fellow
Marines, soldiers, sailors, airmen
and Coast Guardsmen engaged in

Desert Storm because a few protesters are offended.
My whole family is offended
that our rights of free speech are
being censored by this action. I
will purchase a T-shirt from an
outside source, and I will wear it
on campus.lam very proud of my
son lani very proud he is a Marine.

I want everyone to know that,even
though I am terribly afraid of his
going into combat, I fully support
him and all others in Desert Storm.
Bring the shins back.
Judy Mitchell
Residential Life

T-shirts capitalize on international tragedy
To Ile Editor
I'm writing in response to Matt
Benner's letter concerning his
dismay that the Bookstore had
stopped selling "Desert Storm" Tshirts because of the protest of a
small group of people.
Benner's point was that discontinuing thesale ofthese T-shirts
was part and parcel to other forms
of war protest which potentially

could have disastrous effects upon from the bold design(an immense
the "physical and psychological flag and eagle?) to the "Desert
well-being" of American soldiers Storm" logo. Supporting this kind
in Saudi Arabia. "Supporting the of crass commercial exploitation
troops," however, has nothing to has nothing to do with supporting
do with turning "Operation Desert the troops. Unfortunately, if I'm
Storm" — an international tragedy not mistaken, we're bound to see
— into a domestic commercial more of the same. Already I've
heard stories of "Desert Storm"
venture
I saw the T-shirts and was im- calenders which evidently aresold
mediately reminded of rock con- in the Etangor Mall, resplendent
cert shirtS;the layout was the same, with photos of women in sexually-

provocative poses toting guns. Is
this supporting our troops as well?
I'm also tired of hearing the
same old hackneyed complaints
— that protest against the war are
somehow protests against the
troops. Protesting U.S. international policy has nothing to do
with the individual men and women who are stationed in the Middle
East. After all, it wasn't they who
made the decision to go to war.

If anything, the war protests
have nothing but the best interests
of the troops in mind. The protests
are aimed,as far as I'm concerned,
at avoiding the mass slaughter of
U.S. and Iraqi troops that surely
lies ahead unless we can figure
some other way out of this mess.
Kai Schafft
Graduate Student
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Peace Studies
offers help on
path to peace
By Laurence Veuillet
Staff Writer
The Peace Studies Program will host a
lecture and workshop on the Spiritual Paths
to Peace on Feb. 15 and 16.
Dr.Eunice Baumann-Nelson will present
the lecture and discuss her experiences with
Native American spirituality as a path to
peace. The lecture will take place at the
Bodwell Dining Area,Maine Center for the
Arts,on Friday at 7 p.m.
Kyriacos C. Markides, sociology professor at Ihe University ofMaine,will present
the workshop.He will introduce participants
to the living spiritual tradition and practice
springing from within Western JudaeoChristian civilization and culture.
The workshop will be held on Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Hilltop
Conference Room.
According to Emily Markides, interim
director of the Peace Studies Program, the
lecture and workshop represent another way
of approaching the world.
"A lot ofour emphasize is not so much to
address issues that explain the causes of war
- the international approach - but also to try
to explore the area which defines peace or
spelling out a peace system," she said.
"In order to have outer peace, we need to
develop inner peace," Markides said. "To
establish structures for peace out there, we
must all begin to look inside our souls and
establish peace there."
Markides said there are many traditions
in different cultures of the world that give
tremendous insight as well as tremendous
wisdom into a human nature and paths to
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Found!--Teddy Bear, outside Wells
Comnpons. Inquire at 101 Wells, West
Campus office #4702
Wake N' Bake--Spring break '91!
Jamaica/Cancun from $459!! A week
of fun and sun! The hottest
destinations.
Call 1-800-426-7710*
CARIBBEAN-4189 FOR SPRING
BREAK. Why freeze here? The sunny
Caribbean or Mexican coast for a
week! Only $189 Call SUNHITCHTm
1-(212)-864-2000
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA!
Information on semester,summer,Jterm, Graduate and Internship
programs. All programs run under
$6000. Call Curtin University at
1-800-878-36%

IVI I scellpneons
I,
references available. Reasonable rates.
For appointment, call 942-8789
Lost!--Pair of glasses on Thurs. Jan. 31,
between Stewart Commons and
Stevens Parking lot or Library and
Pavilion Theatre. If found, call Mike at
581-4931, Rm. 135
Lost!--$50.00 reward for the return of
my pocketbook with contents. Esprit
black with brown leather trim. Lost
on campus, 1/31/91. Call Kim,
866-5943
Wanted—Male to share 2 bedroom
apartment at 7D Stillwatei Apartments.
$165 per month. Call 866-3469 after
7 p.m.
Sigma Nu--Thanks for the great time
playing broomball. Final score 8-8.
We'll get you next time!
- Love Delta-Delta-Delta
I-

Ie.

1980 Ply Horizon—Mint condition,
$1800 or best offer. 75k miles. Apple
2C computer, word processor, printer,
$500 or best offer. 6 Disc CD player,
amp, tuner, all in one, $200. Call
581-4547 or 4540. Ask for Gary in
1 416
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FOR SALE!--Smith + Wesson semiautomatic handgun. 14 round clip,
fixed sights. Excellent condition.
Asking $425. Call 866-3048 and
leave message
Lost!--Silver Band Bracelet with
turquoise studs, family heirloom.
Reward if found,'Xi0 dollars. Call

Orono--1 bedroom, modern furnished
apartment. Quiet, walk to UMaine.
$450 rer month+ utilities. 945-5810
Country Living Townhouse Apts.--2
Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, heat, hot water,
sewer included. Laundry, cable
available. 8 miles from campus. $525
per month. For more information call:
866-7798, Bradley, ME
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Miscellaneous

Apartments

Help Wanted
Summer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on
UMaine campus. We need English,
Communication,Science, Math, and
Computer Science teachers, a Nurse,
Residential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/Application:
Upward Bound, 100 Winslow Hall
UMaine,581-2522
Your career starts now!--Call for
information about the company that is
letting people skip the job scene and
step up to financial independence.
Don't miss this one.
1-800-749-5515 Ext. 587
SPRING BREAK!--Spring Break in
Cancun or the Bahamas from $299!
Includes round-trip air fare, 7 nights
hotel, cruise beach parties, free lunch,
and much, much more! Organize a
small group -- earn a free trip plus
CASH!Call 1-800-BEACH-IT!
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM!
$1000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus organization
Plus a chance at $5000 more! This
program really works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 50
GET YOUR DREAM JOBS NOW 100'S of addresses/tel. #'s of JOBS
OPEN IN PARADISE! Calif./Fla./Natl
Pks./Cruise/Rafting. For Spring/
Summer. HAVE A PAID VACATION!
Call
1-900-226-2644, $3/ min

To place your classified ad
call#1273 today!!
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New Orono
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

By Keith Edwards
Staff Writer
Orono hasa new town manager whothinks
it's important for the town of Orono and the
University of Maine to work together.
Nancy Orr started her new job as Town
Manager last Monday.
"I'm looking forward to being here. Orono has a lot to offer," she said.
She said she realizes managing a college
town has its challenges, but it also has some
advantages. She has already met with some
UMaine administrators,and she has meetings
planned this week with the Community Relations Advisory Board and UMaine President Dale Lick.
Orr left the position of Calais Town
Manager to come to Orono. She has between
15 and 20 years of experience in public administration, as well as a master's degree in
political science from the University of Chicago.
Orr is originally from Bangor,and she has
lived in several different towns in Maine.
Thetown manager position involves many
duties, and Orr is responsible for the general
administration of the town.
Orono has operated under a CouncilManager Charter form of government since
1969. A seven-member Town Council is
elected by the voters to serve three year,
staggered terms.
The Council appoints the town manager
to administer the operation oftown business.
Orr is responsible forsuch thingsasthe police
and fire departments and budgeting for the
town. The Council is the general decisionmaking body of town government, and Orr
said she "makes sure these activities get carried out."

SPRING
BREAK 91
CANCUN

Air & Hotel
hichstled!

MEXICO
Space still available!!
El Batab/Downtown
Laguna/Across Beach
Solymar/Beach Econ
Las Peri:Ls/Beach Med
Conrad Hilton/Super
Cancun Playa/Deluxe

$4090
$479*
3509*
3529*
3569*
$599*

•Pnixs based im Quad occ.
Organize a sump ttr get a free trip!!

BY GARRY TRUD6k1J
GREAT
ANYONE

565A1 HI5
KNefalP?
An Editorial in the Feb.4 issue of
The Maine Campus incorrectly stated that the Off Campus Board published the latest imue of Whetstone
with two allegedly offensive comics
which The Ellsworth American refused to print. In fact, OCB replaced the comics with two others
drawn by the same artist and the
issue was printed at The Ellsworth
American.
The Campus regrets the error.
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Sports
What if.. .

Bordick continues rise to the top

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

By Jim Farrell
For the Campus

Since it's too cold outside to go
Few college athletes are good
to class,let's stay in and play "what enough to move on to play profesif- instead.
sional sports. Former University
It's March 10 and the University of Maine baseball player Mike
of Maine men's basketball team has Bordick is one of the few who is.
made it through the North Atlantic
Bordick left UMaine after his
Conferencetournament unscathed,on junior year,in 1986,and signedas
to the big dance - the NCAA tourney. a free agent with the Oakland A's.
The Black Bears,now with a 14- After three years of working his
13 record,go in as the 16th and final way up through the A's minor
seed in the east regional, their firsi league system,his life-long dream
became reality.
roundopponent,the Dulce Etlue
Now,you've probably heard of
"Making it in the big leagues is
them, you know, Christian Laett- a dream," Bordick said."I expectner,Bobby Hurley,Grant Hill. Well ed it to be incredible, hut it was
anyway,it's tourney time and any- more than incredible. It was overthing can happen.
whelming."
Bordick was playing in a sumOur home-town heroes Derrick
Hodge,Marty Higgins,Curtis Rob- mer league in Cape Cod after his
ertson, Francios Bouchard and all junior year when a scout for the
the rest will have their hands full in A's discovered him.
"I put together a couple ofgood
this one. Head coach Rudy Keeling
butting heads with Duke head coach games while(the scout) was down
Mike K(Aw heck,I'll just call him there," Bordick said." A few days
later he gave me a call."
Coach K),it'll be great!
Bordick left a UMaine team
I can here it now,Dick Vitale's
yelling "it's an m-n-m'er babeee, that took him to the College World
Maine can't keep up with the big Series twice,in '84 and '86,but he
boys," sorry Dick, I love ya' but doesn't regret leaving.
"I think it was the right decitake a seat I say
Wait, the phone's ringing It's sion," he said. "I felt really good
Coach K and he wants to know what about myself at that time baseballMaine hasfor players."Sorry coach, wise I was young,and I knew that
it's a secret," I tell him. After all I professional teams liked to get a
couldn't let on that we have Deorte lot of young players."
"He gave us three good years,"
See WHAT IF on page 14
.
O

P'

See BORDICK on page 15

Former UMaine baseball player Mike Bordick,seen here at a press
conference in Bangor on Saturday, is making a name for himself in
Oakland.(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Women's track wins the Maine State Meet
By Dan Costello
Staff Writer

,407

said UMaine baseball coach John
Winkin. "He saw an opportunity
and made good."
Bordick started at the bottom
of the minors,but worked his way
up to the parent club in three years.
"Each year I've made a step
up," he said. "I've stuck with the
good work habits and it all paid
off."
Last year, Bordick spent most
of the year with Oakland's AAA
club, but he did get his chance to
play in the majors. In 25 appearances, he batted .071 (1-14), but
played well defensively.
"I think I did everything they
asked of me," he said."They wanted me in for defense in the late
innings, and I did that."
Eiordick's big break came when
shortstop Walt Weiss went down
in the American League Championship Series with an injury. He
wascalled up and appeared in three
of the World Series games.
"(Playing in the World Series)
was like my first experience in the
big leagues times 50," he said
"You savor that experience."
Bordick is currently practicing
with the UMaine baseball team to
prepare for the upcoming spring
training.
"Practicing with the team gets
me back into good habits and reminds me of fundamentals," he

The University of Maine worn en's track team kept pace with their
male counterparts by winning the
Maine State Meet at Colby last
Saturday.
Following the precedent set by
the UMaine Men's team the previous weekend at the State meet, the
Lady Black Bears dominated the
field of six Maine schools.
UMaine, Bowdoin and host
Colby dorninted the lopsided scoring distribution. UMaine's poiku
score of99 was enough to edge out
second place finisherColby(76)and
Bowdoin(52). At the bottom of the
score board was E3ates(23), the
University of Southern Maine( 10),
and St. Joseph's(6).
The Lady Black Bears high point
totalcan be attributed to the many fist
place finishes(9) and the domination
of-captain Brenda Sheehan. In each of
the three eventsthat Sheehan cotnpeted in she took first place.
A jump of 17'8 1/2" gave shevhan the blue ribbon spot in the long
jump,and a leap of37 1 1/2" in the
triple jump was good for the win.
Sheehan also won the55-meterdash
UMaine's team of three shotputters tossed their way into the top

positions for an impressive sweep
in the six-team field.
U Maine'sChristine Berube and
Leann Pinkham tied for the ntunber
one spot, with Kristina Edgecomb
landing just behind her teammates.
The relays were another of
UMaine's dominating events. The
4x400 and the 4x200 relays were
both won by UMaine, with Colby
finishing just behind. In the 4x200,
the Black Bearsjustedged Colby by
eight tenths of a second.
In the 20 lb. weight toss event,
UMaine's Debbie Cox out-threw
her competition for the first place
finish. Edgecomb and Pinkham
placed third and fifth respectively
behind Cox.
UMaine's Carol Beale and
Heather Killion accounted for the
other two first place finishes.
Beale jumped 5'4" to win the
topspot in the highjump.Beale also
placed second in the 55-meter hurdles. Killion raced to top honors in
the 200-meter in a time of 27.1
seconds.
On the UMaine men's side of
things last weekend,the Black Bears
competed in the Eastern ChampionUMaine middle distance runner Mike Proctor getssome practice in on Tuesday in the field house.The ships in Connecticut
UMaine placed ninth in the field
track tennis return to action February 16 when they compete in the NAC Championships at Boston
LeClair)
Scott
University.(Photo by
See TRACK on page 15
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Lady Black Bears can't look past Northeastern
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer
PROBABLE STARTERS
T.Frenette -F- H.Harwell
J.Bradstreet -F- C.Jones
R.Bouchard -C- M.Brown
C.Strong
-G- D.Strong
C.Goodhue -G- L.Mayo
On paper this one looks like a real m-nm'er(that's a mismatch for all you non-Dick
Vitale fans), but since games are won on the
court and not on paper, the University of
Maine-Northeastern women's basketball
game should be a good one.
The Lady Black Bears will try to continue
their assault ofthe North Atlantic Conference
Thursday night,at the Bangor Auditorium,as
it takes on the Huskies from Northeastern in a

7:30 p.m. contest.
The Huskies enter the game with a 2-19
overall record,0-6 in conference,including a
16-game losing streak to start the season.The
Lady Black Beats on the other hand come in
with 13-7 record overall, 7-0 in conference.
The Huskies are led by Michelle Brown's
11.3 points per game and first-year player
Canine Jones, who is hitting at 10.3 ppg.
Rachel Bouchard continues to lead the
UMaine hoopsters in their drive towards the
post-season Bouchard, who is now the alltime leading scorer in men's and women's
basketball history at UMaine with 2,207 points,
is knocking down her field goals at a 58
percent clip,far and away leading the NAC.
Missy Kelsen of the University of Vermont is second at 48 percent.
Another Lady Black Bear who is coming
on strong of late is Tracey Frenette.

After UMaine's loss at Holy Cross two six rebounds
According to Roberts, Northeastern
weeks ago in which Frenette attempted just
two shots, head coach Trish Roberts told her shouldn't be taken lightly.
"They(Northeastern)really do have good
to start looking more for her shot. Since then,
Frenette has hit for 10 points against both athletes,I'm surprised they haven't won more,"
New Hampshire and Lamar, and 13 points Roberts said.
"Even thoug,h they're something like 1-19
against Boston University.
In the game versus BU, Frenette also (2-19), our girls can't take them lightly, I
won't take them lightly either."
pulled down 15 rebounds.
UMaine returns to action Friday,in HamThe Lady Black Bears defeated Northeastern 62-43, in Boston, back on Jan. 12, a ilton, NY against the Red Raiders from Colgame in which Bouchard did not play be- gate. The next home game for women's hoop
fans will be Saturday Feb.23in the Pit against
cause of an illness.
The hoopsters were led in that one by Julie NAC rival the University of Hartford. Game
Bradstreet and Frenette who each hit for 14 time for that one is 7:30 p.m.
Lady Black Bear notes:
points,and Chris Strong whoadded 13.BradUMaine trails the all-time series with
street and Frenette led the way in rebounding,
winning eight out of20 matchNortheastern,
10
respectively.
pulling down 11 and
Northeastern wasled by Brown's 10points ups. Last year the Lady Black Bears beat-up
and Ayanna McLean with seven points and on the Huskies, winning 69-37 and 60-42.
•

What if UMaine makes it to the tourney?
Hursey and Kevin lentil to shut him down on
offense and light him up on defense could!?
Here comes Dickie V again. He's babblingsomethingabout Laettner being aPTP'er
(prime-time performer)."What about Francois?" I yell!
Doesn't the all-time hoop god know that
"Frank's" been absolutely lighting them up
this year? He must'veseen him light Vermont
up for 31.He had to see him dismantle BU by
scoring 24. After all,it was on Channel2,Bill
Green and Tony Hamlin doing play-by-play.
This is getting frustrating. Why won't
anyone give Maine a chance?
Heck, we beat UNH, Vermont, BU and
Loyola of Chicago on the road! We belong at
the dance. We won the mighty NAC!

I keep thinking, Higgins going head-tohead with Hurley. Bobby doesn't know what
he's in store for. Just think if he knew how
Marty totally took Hal Henderson of Fumian
out ofthe game. You know,Hal Henderson he ofthe 10.3points per game. Martyshut him
down. A piece of defensive artwork I say.
You're next Bobby!
Doesn't Vitale ever stop? I try changing
the channel but he's still there. Augh!
Phone's ringing again. Sorry, Coach K.
The answer's still no. I won't tell him about
Dan Hillman's and Kenny Barnes' propensity to dunk. Don't want to scare them away
before the big game, you know.
An, a channel without Dickie V. Oh no.
It's his pizzan Jimmy Valvano. There is no

"Jim Needs to Eat
this Winter" Sale
Continues...
1990 Bike Clearance
Rase Bicycle Winter Hours:

•114

*

. Sun, Mon - Closed
Tues - Fri - 12:00 - 4:00
Sat- 10:00 - 4:00

36A Main Street
Orono, Me 866-3525
-Nothing great hwas ever achieved
without enthusiasm.'
The Office of New Student Programs is seeking
energetic, enthusiastic, and dedicated individuals
to apply for 15 STUDEN1 ORIENTAlION
LEADER positions for the 1991 New Student
Orientation Program.
Summer Orientation June 10 - July 2, 1991 (includes training)
Fall Orientation: Augtist 29 - September 2, 1991

Laettner going to handle Curtis? He's giving
up about 40 pounds and doesn't have the
plethora of inside moves big Curt does.
UMaine 71-67,I say. Why won't anyone
listen to me. Dickie V,Jimmy V,Bill Raftery
- come on guys.,Give us a chance.
Shut up,Dickie V. Billy McCaffery is not
as good as Hodgie. I don't care what he says.
I'm really beginning not to like this guy.
There's that dam phone again. "Oh,sorry,
Morn.Didn't mean to yell at you.Thought it was
that pesky Coach K." Some people never give
up. Kinda like our pride and joy hoopsters.
One thing'sforcertain. It'stime for the big
dance and we're going. With a date too - those
underachieving Blue Devils.Ifthey only knew
what we know.

Friday Beach Party
Get "Lei-ed" at

Gedd 's

9,Pcki,
100 IAAIllits
V)\Tta' 4t1i

SKI MOOSEHEAD

$750.00

"College Day"
Tuesdays $10.00 Lift Ticket w/college ID
"Five Dollar Fridays"
$5.00 Lift Ticket AM or PM
9:00am - 12:30pm or 12:30pm - 4:00pm
Season Pass with college ID only $175

$1,000.00

Applications and additional inforrnatit4 are available in the New Student Programs
Office, 217 Chadbcume Hall, 581-1826.
The deadline'for' applications is February 20, 1991 at 4:00p.m.
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justice in the world.
Jimmy V. He doesn't know either. Duke
109-Maine 54,he says. Apparently he hasn't
read the scouting report, we haven't lost by
more than 37 all year. Huh. Some expert.
We've got more depth than them,right? I
can'teven nameanyonecoming offthe bench
for our Atbotic Coast Conference foes.
We've got easy Ed Jones, a real shot
blocking machine.Rowdy Rossie Kearson,a
true force and great Greg McClaire - he can
hang with the best of'em
Whew,Duke has no chance!
Thomas Hill - who's he I ask. Crawford
Palmer, Brian 1)avis - nobodies. They can't
handle the UMaine defensive pressure.
I start thinking, how in heaven's name is

At Big Squaw Mountain

Ralph Waldo Emerson

SALARY: Summer Program Only
Both Program

from page 13

Call for special college overnight packages
Bar'Lounge'Restaurant'Hotel•Ski Shop'Ski School
MOOSE HEAD Resort & Ski Area
1-800-244-6743 P.O. Box D,Greenville, ME 04441
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NFL scouting combine comes to a close
By Hank Lowenkron
AP Sports Writer
The NFL scouting combine is over and
representatives of the 28 NFL teams will
now study, debate and ponder its results to
prepare for the April 21-22 draft.
"Teams handle the results of the combine in many ways,bisecting them and trying
to decide the best was they can improve their
team. The one thing they all do is hold
meetings between coaches,scouts and other
club personnel," said Dick Mansperger,director of scouting for the Dallas Cowboys.
The last of the 460 NFL hopefuls completed the combine's three-day routine on
Monday, heading in various directions
awaiting some indication of what the future
holds.
The NFL teams take these workouts seriously, closing the combine to both the

public and the media. Names of the participants are never officially released to the
media. Offensive lineman John Flannery of
Syracuse becomes "0L02" and Outland
Trophy winner Russell Maryland of Miami
is "DL38" as they run, perform drills or
undergo physical examinations.
"This is probably the most terrifying
process they'll go through other than a divorce ofa war,"said Dave Thomas,editor of
"The Poor Man's Guide to the NFL Draft"
which provides information and evaluation
on players as they go through their college
careers.
"They spend four years in college to
interest the scouts, then have the bowl and
all-star garn&s to impress them and then
come to the combine to satisfy them."
Some players can relax as they participate, hut others describe the procedure as
tense, draining and dreary.

Bordick rising to the top
said. "Being a fundamentally sound baseball player is the key to making the big
leagues."
Working out with the team not only
helps Bordick prepare for his season, but it
also gives an added incentive for the UMaine
players.
1 think he's a great influerce on the
infielders, who see how to prepare for a
season," Winkin said "They see it's a value
for them to work like he does."
Bordick is also a great influence on the
players looking forward to careers in proles-

of 13 New England teams. Asexpected by the
Maine coaching staff,the University ofRhode
Lsland dominated the field and outscored its
closest opponent by almost 50 points.
URI's 145 was well out in front ofsecond
place Southern Connecticut State University's 99 and third place University of Massachusetts' 76. UMaine ended up with a point
total of 34.
In the Championships,athletes had to qualify in the trials and semi-finals to compete in the

put pii.SUi i.kmU ic quarteiti,“_is.

There are others who have been here
since the event began last Wednesday.In the
lobby ofthe hotel throughout the event were
representatives of the NFL Players Association, passing out literature intended t.
plain how they assist the players.
There were also agents and their 'epicsentatives - some wearing expensive suits
and others dressed like they just visited a
used clothing store. They pass out business
cards, greet those they've already signed as
clients and make promises of what they can
do to assist in negotiating a contract,investing money and adjusting to the NFL.
"Other than bowl games,this is the only
time you can come in and get to meet potential clients and visit with those who have
already decided to let you work for them,"
said Joe Senkovitch, who operates Sencorp
Sports inc. from his home in Ocala, Fla.

from page 13

sional baseball, like junior infielders Brian
Seguin and Tim Scott
"He's good to have around," Scott said.
"He knows what to do. He's been through
It.
"His work ethic rubs offon you,"Seguin
said."He works hard at all of the little drills
you have to do to be good."
Both Scott and Seguin agree that
Bordick's exposure will help their drive,as
well as other UMaine team members, to
play professional baseball Bordick will return to the A's for spring training and con-

Track teams return

"I'm a little
LU
1111 II
ing. It's a feeling like I'm going into an
important game," said Rutgers' defensive
lineman Scott Miller, known as"DL39" to
those who will make a decision that means
thousands of dollars to him and other combine participants.
"There's a lot of competition and coming from Rutgers,I don't have the reputation
of some of the others here," Miller said. "I
feel how I do here can make or break me.It
determines what round or what pick you are,
or even if you are picked."
Miller respects the power of the scouts.
"They hold your career in their hands.
Everything you worked for and dreamed
about rides on how they evaluate you,"said
Miller, who believes that at 6-foot-3, 265pounds he can help an NFL team's pass
rush "I've alwaysfound that's my best asset
on the football field. I've got speed and can

tinue fighting for a permanent spot in the
majors, but the acquisition of several new
infielders will make it difficult.
"I think he's had a history of coming
through," Winkin said."He's best when you
need him. That gives him a real honest shot
of staying there."
"There are 200 guys at spring training,"
Bordick said."Every guy has that same look
in his eye
"I'm going to go back and try to make a
good impression. If that doesn't work, I'll
go back and bust my butt in the minors."

Correction
It was wrongly stated in the Feb. 11
issue of The Maine Campus that a relay
team comprised offirst-yearswimmers
had defeated a senior relay squad in last
Wednesday's meetat Colby.The seniors
in actuality "crushed" the first-year
swimmers.

from page 13

final events where the points were scored.
In the 55-meter dash finals, UMaine captain Carl Smith finished third while nursing a
recurring ankle problem. UMaine pole vaulter Brian Schneider continued to improve in
his event. Schneider soared to his personal
best height of 14'6"and a second place finish.
UMaine also put points on the board in
their distance medley relay. The Black Bears
finished second to the University of Lowell
and ahead of third place URI.

ASH WEDNESDAY - LENTEN SCHEDULE
NEVVIVIAN CENTER
LENT
Ash Wednesday -

AVAILABLE FOR RENT FEBRUARY 1St

5:00p.m Catholic Liturgy
Newman Center

Hubbard Farms call 884-7464
•2 bedroom/one bath
•luxurious rental units
Amenities include:

12:00p.m.Ecumenica1 Service
Bangor Lounge - Union

Weekday Liturgies -

4:45p.m. Monday - Friday
12:00p.m.Saturday

Sunday Liturgies -

sky lights, fireplaces, private washers
and dryers, microwaves, private deck,etc.

within 1/2 mile of campus• private
setting
$775/month heat included
Now accepting applications for
Fall semester
First Month Rent Free

.01111MONNIM.

9:30a.m.
Newman Center
6:15p.m.
11:15a.m.Bangor Lounge - Union

** LENTEN AFTERNOON OF REFLECTION **
** SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 16, 1:00 - 5:00p.m. **
Newman Center
-7.1iiwor "Lent" means spring, a time for new life to appear.
LENT Let us clear the ground ofour being, sow the seed
oink
ofGod's Word, and preparefor new life.

LENT

The Maine Cam,us Wednesda
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VALENTINE'S DAY PERSONALS
Shannan,
I LOVE YOU

(more).
-Ralph

Diane,
Just say ye
-Tom
To my beloved stranger,
I'll love you forever! You are my
country now! Happy Valentine's
Day, Bandit
-Love, CJ
To the Joul of my heart.
-with love, Me
SG,
Thinking of you on Valentine's
Day.
-R.L.I.

Dear L.,
To the most gorgeous feminist I
have ever had lunch with. Thanks
for holding the door for me at
Panda. I thought about you once
or twice and am looking forward to
our next rendezvous...You are
much more exciting than any skirt
on a snowy Winter day! Happy
Valentine's Day.
-L.
Happy Valentine's Day, Janice!
-Smile, Elaina
To my wittle wudy,
I wuv you!
-Love from the little fury
Mike,
again.
Can I tell you something
-Long Beach

Hey Babooska,
Thanks for the cat food. Let's get
sauce next time. What., only 8?
I'll start looking left. We're closer
to fine. See you in Quebec.

Beloved Dep-head Tray!
Our friendlhip keeps getting
better! Lovle Ya!
-Your Goobah

Big Kahuna,
Be my date.
dollar.

Heidi,
Roses are red, Violets are-blue,
you're my secret Chi-0 Valentine
and I love you!!

even kiss you for a
-Love, Dentist

Marcia R.,
T-Minus 4 days and counting until
you're mine!
-with Lust, SLC
Hockey Man,
Thanks for tickets. Now that
you're healthy, how about,that
'real date"? Happy Valentine's
Day!
-ECH
Begin, Began, Begun,
Thanks for your insight. Things
will work out for us both. Write
your way to fame.
-Lady Boss
To my ever-so studley ace,
Darling, surprise, love me! Be my
Valentine touchhole.
-Love always, Sis
To my lesbocious roomies,
The isle is waiting!
Happy Valentine's Day Liz and
Holly! Here's to the men's locker
MOM.

-ROUCH, Elaina
To my Grand Puba,
I would like to take a ride on
the giant slide. Meet tonight at
your place. Don't forget the
honey.
I love, the First

•t•

To Original Meanness,
How about a little spider for
Valentine's Day? Let's work things
out!
-Love, Meanness
God of War,
The secret marriage vow is never
spoken, the secret marriage is
never broken. .
To all the girls I've loved before
-Love always, E. "Sammy" Evans
Alyssa,
Here's to you,1 and more importantly a bottle of Old Duke.
-M. Sargent
Happy V-Day to all my buddies in
Cell Block "D"!
-Rockhead Fogharty
Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
Ruth and Meridith, I love you!
To the Crotty Posse,
(T. Tina, Nancy, Shelley, Jen's
lovely roommate Stephanie,
who is on to me, and the other
Stephanie): I may not understand any of you, but you're all
first in my heart. We really
should talk more often.
-My love, Doug
Silly Rabbit,
Will you ever be mine?
--Casey

Don,
All the problems in the world
could not change the love we
share together. Happy Valentines Day. I love you.
-Cheri
Jen C.,
There promises to be some
close hockey games this weekend. If you go, make sure you
keep an eye on the score.
-Doug
Pete,
It's been a great two years,
thank you so much for everything. I love you!
-Michelle
Jale,
I won't let the shampoo get in my
eyes.
I love you!

Brian McShane,
Thank you for showing me that
trust and love and friendship still
exists. U R the best!
--Love, LMJ
Hey 52Brooksie says "Happy Valentine's
Day and flush please!'
--Love, the Fleas
Happy Valentines Day Alpha Phi!
Hey Apartment 52On this Valentines Day don't drink
-Diana
and wink!
Bill,
Thanks for Fverything! I would
not have been able to get
through this weekend without
you. I love you! Summer of
1992?
KMM

Happy Valentines Day
from the staff of The
Maine Campus!
To my sweetheart David,
Happy Valentines Day on the first
of many to come. Thanks for
getting my tickets for Ca., I can't
wait! Roses are Red, Violets are
blue, I can't control myself when
I'm with you. All of my love
-Vic XX00
P.S.--You won't be a bachelor
forever if I have my way.
Dear Erik,
They say the third time is a charm!
Keep dreaming, somebody, you
should show me heaven again.
-RLT, Heather
P.S. Want to order a pizza?

Tae,
I'll miss you.
Happy Valentine's Day, July!
-Love Chub
K Meletzke,
Don't make me wait
anymore.. Give me an intellectual
orgasm.
Brent LittleFurhrer
Happy VD. Thanks for last night.

Ellen, Terri, Jenn, Heather, Jenny,
Kris, Donna, Andrea, Colleen, Tina,
Dorene, Lawanda, and Elwilda, We
love you!
Marc and Steve
332, Stodder

Cooper,
Roses are red, violets are blue, black
coffee is hot, and so are you!
Happy Valentine's Day! I won't
forget you!
-Love, Taylor

Missy,
6 months have taught me a lot,
how to love, and laugh, and
dream. Thanks for your friendship
and caring, and late-night conversations. I'm counting the days
until camp. I'll be the one with the
cheap sunglasses.
-All my love, John

Nicole,
I love you. I want you back.

Dear Peter "Goshawk" Kulawiec,
Someone in Vail, Colorado
loves and misses you very much!
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Cha-Chi,
You know I love you and I know
how much you love me, but this
Valentine's Day there is someone
else who's heart needs remembering. Don't forget my promise.
-Bubba
Dina,
Happy six months!
I love you!!
-Scott
To my three crosses to bear,
You aie helping to make my last
year a wonderful one! You are
great! Thanks for everything!
Luv, Me
V-Day!
Happy
--Love, your big Sis!
AnnamarieI truly wish you all of the happiness in the world, because you
deserve at least that.
Jen G. from Hart Hall-You have a secret admirer.
Kerry-Just want to let you know how
much you mean to me and how
much fun I have when I'm with
you. I love you very much. You
are the best.
--Love, Rich
Juniper143 intensely.
--Your loving red Valentine
GUPPIEThanks for keeping me balanced!
Remember, "captain of my soul...."
-TADPOLE
Julia,
Don't give up your dream of the
sheep farmer and four carats!
-Love Ya Sweetie, H

-Kevin
ND,
It's been one wild year. Happy
Valentine's Day Yeo! Yeo!
-Love, PC
My teeny, teeny bunnyWill you be my Valentine's Day
bunny wabbit? I want to pat you
and squeeze you and play with
your long gears. I want to feed you
chocolate and lick your soft
cheekigs. I love you.
-Love, Waymon
My dearest HeatherRoses are red, violets are blue, I
can't wait to spend the rest of my
life with you. Happy Valentine's
Day Sweetie-Pooh.
-Love always, Scott
Dear NBJOur second Valentine's together
and you're still as mean as ever!
But I love that about you.
-signed, a little aardvark
Hey SweetsThe best times are when we are
very, very near.

Kerr,
Roses are red, violets are blue, let's
just have sex!
-Love, the computer geek
Susie D.-Roses are red, violets are blue,
sleigh rides are fun and so are you!
Ken-"All day, all night, you can have it,
any way you want it. One love, so
right. Don't you know that I live
my life for you."
--Love, SEW
-RIKA
And all this time I thought you
were taken! Let's stop wondering
and get together, dinner, movies,
you name it!
--Flowers, Chocalate, and Fireplaces
Andy.
OK, I admit it, that is the reason
that I wanted to keep the raffle
ticket! Happy Valentine's Day!
-Miss "Too Sensitive"

•
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